Masters Of Illusion Show
We are blessed at Stevens Magic in having
such a unity and friendship with so many in
the art. I guess 43 years of sharing the
passion with friends—many of whom go
back that far and beyond is the greatest
benefit. A benefit recently reiterated when
our dear friend, Gay Blackstone, (who we
have worked with for at least 25 of those
years) contacted us a prior to arriving to town
to let us know that her wildly successful
Masters Of Illusions Show would be
performing here.
It was just a few years ago, we hosted a
cocktail hour with all the performers of that
Master Of Illusion season and it was
memorable. Yes, we are all in this for the
effects and tricks, no doubt, but what is more
powerful than that is the human connections
and fellowship.
The art of magic arguably never been hotter!
It’s everywhere, on television (also thanks to
Gay Blackstone), and of course, Penn and
Teller are doing a remarkable job bringing it
to the forefront. I remember having to
organize (in years prior) the Desert Magic
(Back Row) Michael Turco, Jonathan Pendragon,
Seminar, because at that time (and still
Chipper Lowell, (Front Row) Gay Blackstone & Joe
somewhat to this day) that is where the magic
Stevens
was. But now, it is, in addition to Vegas—
EVERYWHERE. Shows like Masters Of Illusion do an incredible job of taking
magic to the people. Through all these multimedia and direct shows, we as
magicians should be both proud and grateful to all those that work hard to keep it
“front and center.” Because, if there is one thing I know, it is that more awareness
breeds exponential benefits for us all! Whether in our case we are selling
products, or in the case of possibly yourself—your booking more shows! The
greatest thing I can end with is that some
thought, maybe the art of magic would falter
with the rise of technology, and electronic
gaming. My friends it not only survived
but is thriving. We are ALL responsible
for that—each and every one of us must do
our part to represent the art well. At Stevens
Magic we remain vested 100% in that
art and value our relationships with
YOU!
www
.mastersofillusionlive.com
www.mastersofillusionlive.com
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SME & Gimpy Present...
Four Wrongs
Make A Right

With permission fr
om
from
Der
ek Le
ver
Derek
Lev
er..
What a sucker trick! The audience believes
that you really are in a mess... BUT you get
out of what looks like an impossible situation
in a most amusing and novel way. Perfect
for parlor, stand-up or stage.
Four cards are selected and shuffled back into
the pack. In the manner of a serious
mentalist, the performer announces that he
is going to attempt a stupendous feat of
mindreading, after much concentrations and
secret prayer, he removes four cards from
the pack, and places them in a neat stand.
Solemnly, he asks each assistant if his card
is in the stand. Amid great laughter and
apparent discomfort on the part of the
magician... it appears that he has made a
serious blunder, for the spectator’s state
emphatically that they do not see their
selected cards.
Disconsolately, the magician covers the stand
with a sheet of paper... and the notice on
the paper gives a good laugh. BUT THE
AUDIENCE IS WRONG! And are proved so
in a very funny manner, when (on second
thought) the paper is removed to another
laugh. A gag on the reverse side of the paper
gives the final laugh to a terrific routine.
Great Entertainment — Laughs
— Mystery
Comes complete with Frame, Cards, Gag
Paper, Routine and suggestion presentation
and patter by Harry Stanley.

125

$
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Voitko Exclusive!

Appearing
Snowstorm Fan

A signature effect in Viktor’s stage
show for a good reason. As an
artist who trained for years in the
circus, Viktor understands the
importance of a power visual
effect, and his Appearing
Snowstorm Fan is exactly that.
Viktor has improved this classic,
so it now features two effects—
not just one. (We highly encourage you to view the performance video on our
website to see the power of this effect in action.)
Two killer effects in a row! First a BIG fan magically appears from thin air. Second
a lot of confetti snowstorm out of nowhere! The visual impact is extraordinary
when the snowstorm propels high into the air easily seen from all sitting in the
largest theaters. Nothing evokes emotion more than the appearance of snow in
spectator’s hearts, Kevin James has proven this time and time again with his act.
The goal of any good entertainers is to connect to their audience emotionally.
These products will make that happen.
Important Points About Version 2.0 - Appearing Snow Storm Fan...
You do “not” have to conceal or carry any extra confetti load from your hands!
Everything is self-contained. All you have to execute is the simple act of making
the fan appear—afterward everything flows until the emotional ending climax.
Version 2.0 also has a new effect (previously not featured in the original). You
take three napkins, squeeze them, then upon the appearance of the fan your
napkins turn into multicolored confetti. In the beginning, the confetti appears and
is clearly only one color, then magically and visually it changes into another color!
And for a third and final time, it changes one again into yet another different
colored confetti! For seasonal shows, you can use two napkins red and green (for
Christmas for example), or other colors for other occasions and/or different holidays.
This adds a very specific and personalized theme to a special performance.
Contents: Special hand-made, strong fan with
special gimmick for snowstorming. Gimmick for
appearance of the Snowstorming Fan. Pack of
confetti. Teaching video instruction (available
via access to a website).
Snowstorming Fans comes in various colors such
as Gold, Silver, Red, Blue. Please note if you
must have specific color it could delay fulfillment
based on what is currently in stock at Stevens Magic.

135

$
4
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Voitko Exclusives!

Crazy Tie

(Various Colors)
Your Crazy TIE will “come alive” at any time
during your performance. Can be used not only
for stage magic performances, but also for various
parties, pranks, TV shows. With this tie, you will
be the brightest star at any party! It can move up
and down with different speeds, inclined at
different heights whichever you need. The
maximum angle is 180 degrees. You control the
tie’s movements via a wired joystick or program
its movements in advance, for the tie to start
working at the very moment of your
performance.
This is an electronic device. No threads. No funny
body movements. Manual control or your
personal program. Easy to program with a help
of a single button. Uses a MicroSD. Various
speeds possible. Various lifting height. A MicroSD is used for programming the
tie. You can only set one program per one MicroSD. You can set different programs
to several MicroSDs and change them depending on your needs. Just do it before
or after the performance.
Use your computer or a phone charger to charge your Crazy Tie. The tie is
specially made of light high-quality silk. In addition to the basic tie with a
mechanism, you can acquire ties of other colors to change them
depending on your costume (at a $65). It’s easy to exchange the ties.
The SET includes: 1 x Tie with a mechanism, 1 x USB charger and 1 x 128 MB
MicroSD. Crazy Tie is available in 4 colors: red, white, black and yellow.

215

$

Crazy Tie Only
(Various Colors)

This is an extra tie specifically for those who already
own or are purchasing at this time—Crazy Tie (above).
The tie is specially made of light high-quality silk. By purchasing
an extra tie, you can change the ties depending on your costume.
You just shift the mechanism from one tie to another. Crazy
Tie is available in 4 colors: red, white, black and yellow.
Do NOT purchase this unless you already own or are purchasing
at the same time—CRAZY TIE complete.

65

$
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Voitko Exclusive!

i-Lite Cup 360

The i-Lite Cup 360 is PERFECT! Because the
illumination can be viewed 360 degrees from the cup! The
entire surface comes alive with vibrant colors and the
mechanism is solid-state!
The main peculiarity that differs Cup 360 from CUP v.2—
A new cup glows from all sides and this gives you the
opportunity to perform even when the audience is standing
behind or around you. This device has five different
programs, five color modes —multicolor, red, white, blue
and green. You can select which lights to catch and throw
in the cup. A new program of falling lights. Now they fall
in rows circle wise.
You can still—Manage everything at the touch of a one
button! Catch colored lights (or just white, red, green or
blue lights) and throw them into a cup, fill the cup with lights, and then use a straw in
which you can mix the lights and drink! After, you get lights in your mouth (the straw
can be of two kinds—multicolor/red or multicolor/white). Learn easily and rehearse
in less than a day. Perform with a colorful and self-working Cup.
The i-Lite CUP is included: Special Plastic Drink Cup, Special Drinking Straw
(multicolor/red or multicolor/white ), 2 x USB Charger, 2 x LED prompts and 2 x
Glow Tooth LED Light (Multicolor only).

349

$

Multi Color Tie
The perfect accessory for the i-Lite Cup!
Nothing catches attention more than light and
with the Multi Color Tie you have a very
unique prop that could be an essential ingredient
into creating your own routine. Either on it’s
own or used in conjunction with i-Lite Cup! You
control the beginning of each action and you
can start at the time of your show, when you
need it. In the final of the standard i-Lite Cup routine, after you have drunk a colorful
cocktail, you have multicolored lights flashing in your mouth. Previously, it was the
end of the performance.
Now there are new opportunities to finish your performance using this device which
is exceptionally magnificent, memorable, and in the final, the Multi TIE flashes in
multicolored lights. And you control everything with ONE button only. Charges either
from a computer or from a phone charger.
This set includes: 1 x Multi TIE and 1 x USB charger.

199

$
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Voitko Exclusive!

Print Ring

The spectator selects a card and signs it on
the back. For example, it’s Ace of Hearts. The
spectator holds out his hand and you put the
card on the palm. The spectator is focused on
the center of the card, on the Hearts sign.
The heart, the sign of the Hearts, disappears
from the card and appears on the spectator’s
palm. Then, you continue the trick by making
this heart disappear from the hand of the
chosen spectator and appear on the hand of
another one. If you wish, this trick can be
reproduced many times.
Other Possible Effects: You draw “X” or
“V” on the outside of the spectator’s hand,
then you make this sign to disappear and throw
it into the air. And the spectator catches it with
his own hand. Finally, this sign turns out to
appear on the spectator’s palm. Then, you
can make this sign “travelling” from the hand
of the chosen spectator and appearing on the hand of another one. If you want, you
can repeat this trick several times with different spectators.
A few memorable effects in one finger ring. The
gimmick is always with you. It isn’t hidden inside
your pocket, but it is a jewel on your hand. You can
use the ring on any finger but we suggest you use
your middle finger for best results. The size of the
Print Ring should be one size bigger than
the one of your ring finger. An easy sleight to
execute. Smart and practical self-charging. NO
recharging is required. Can be performed while
surrounded by spectators.
IMPORTANT: Measure your MIDDLE FINGER to get optimum results.
Print Ring is available (based on ever changing inventory) in the following sizes—
SIZE 11 up to 14.5.
This set includes: Special gimmicked Finger Ring (based on size availability).
Marker—5 pieces special cards (one red back and one blue back). Special Gimmick
for card (2 pieces), Special Ink and 2 Bottles Extra print mark (15 pieces).

135

$
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Stevens Magic Exclusive
ProLine Presents...

NPK Suspension
“N”o “P”articipant “K”nows the
secret. Over 3 years of R & D to
bring this illusion to fruition.
Several “first” have been
implemented to create the last
word in portable suspensions.
Each component has been
designed and refined to produce
the greatest effect possible while
retaining the “packs small—
plays big” requirement. The
NPK
Suspension can
accomplish what no other
version can.
A simple and plain plywood board is seen resting on two folding screen supports.
A cloth is draped over part of it with the ends exposed. The magician tilts the
board and lifts it to show it is separate from the supports (and it is). The board is
replaced on the supports and a spectator weighing up to 275 pounds is invited to
recline on it.
A second spectator is invited on stage to assist you. There are no angle issues and
you are free to concentrate on your presentation. The spectator is instructed to lift
up on one end of the board as you pull out one of the supports. It clears the base
and rest on the floor. The spectator can feel the weight of the floatee until they
slowly release the board. They will be able to feel the floatee getting lighter as they
let go! The sequence is repeated on the other side. The ultra see-through screens
are practically invisible at this point. You can now take a optional PRO Hoop (sold
separately) and pass it over the floatee. Pass the hoop again but stop mid pass.
The assisting spectator can now walk behind the illusion and take the hoop to
pose for a picture! This has never been possible before in this price range. All is
reversed and you and both spectators take your well deserved bows.
Features: Holds up to 275 pounds. Ultra see-through screen design. Board
folds in half for compact packing. Sets up in 10 minutes. Angles are excellent.
Total weight—65 pounds. Easy to set up and break down! Can be transported in
most all automobiles! Absolute professional quality! Highly recommended!
IMPORTANT: Please be aware that additional shipping is required on this
item due to weight and dimensions of box. ALSO this product can take up 2
to 4 weeks for fabrication.

1,295

$
8
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Stevens Magic Exclusive
ProLine
Presents...

Cascading
Rice Orange
Checkers
Stream lined, beautiful and
contemporary! That is
exactly what this unique
piece is and SO MUCH
MORE!
The routine is, of course, the
traditional one. But below
are the specs and key points
that make this model revolutionary.
The tubes and vase are modern in design and neutral in
color to draw focus to the components. The outfit is
stage sized. The checkers are 3.5 inches in diameter. The
checkers feature scratch resistant vinyl to enhance visibility
and durability. The checkers are hollow to be lightweight
and to help facilitate the handling. All the checkers are
separate and therefore can be staggered in the stacking
and lifted individually.
There are no tell tale holes in the tubes so the effect can
be performed surrounded. The vase features no moving
parts for foolproof presentation. The final reveal of rice
is accomplished with a unique ‘waterfall finale’ that
produces the dramatic ‘kick’ missing in all other models.
Please Note: Fabrication time can vary based on inventory.
IMPORTANT: We highly encourage you to watch the video
demonstration located on our website for this item. If a pictures
worth a thousand words a video must be a million! The video
does a great job of showing why the Cascading Rice Orange
Checkers is unlike any that has ever been produced. This is the
perfect example of looking back to bring forward! Meaning the
classics of the art are still solid and with a little tweaking provide
exponential benefits.

495

$
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Magic Wagon Presents...
Tony Curtis’

The Stealth Case
Collector Edition
This slick looking card case holds an
incredibly simple yet devastating secret that
will allow you to acquire secret information
with ease. In fact, The Stealth Case is so
clever it does all the work for you!
Your spectator draws or writes anything on
a business card, the card is then placed between a stack of other normal business
cards. This is a true stack of separate business cards and not a block of cards with a
hole in etc. Now the whole stack is placed inside The Stealth Case and the lid is
closed. The Stealth Case is now shown from all angles proving that no peek
holes exist. Your spectator now sees you reach inside and remove the top card from
the stack. The Stealth Case is now closed and given to your spectator to hold
while you begin to read their mind with 100% accuracy! The Stealth Case is
perfect for almost any performing situation!
The Stealth Case Collector Edition, is finished in metallic silver Sting Ray faux
leather. Comes complete with everything required including the special laminated
business cards which can also be reused.

Tony Curtis’

225

$

Die-Abolical V.2
The performer displays a beautiful
veneer wood box, and a small bag. The
bag is placed to one side and the
performer opens the box and removes
three different colored dice.
The box is closed as the performer
states that he has made two predictions
which will become apparent soon. The
three dice are now passed to a
spectator, who is asked to place them out of sight and thoroughly mix them up.
One of the hidden dice is now selected by the spectator and placed on top of the
box. The spectator then places the remaining two dice on top of the bag. The
performer now reveals that not only has he predicted the die placed on the box, but
it also matches the prediction inside. The two different colored dice alongside the
bag, are also seen to have been predicted, when two dice are tipped from the bag,
showing a color match with the spectator’s dice.
Die-Abolical V.2 Limited Edition can be repeated with a different prediction
outcome in both UK & USA English language.

215

$
10
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Magic Wagon Presents...
Tony Curtis’

The Wedding
The performer introduces a small leather case
and, from it, removes what he claims to be the
world’s first approved DIY Wedding, Marriage
Ceremony Kit. This proves to be a slender teak
wood frame tunnel/slide and a large metal
washer/ring.
The slide is shown to comprise two magnetic
sections through which the ring will pass freely.
Each section is marked with a diamond shape motif—one said to represent the
“Man” and the other the “Woman”.
To enact the wedding ceremony, the two sections are reassembled and a lady
volunteer is asked to play the role of the bride. She places her forefinger through
the hole and the “ring” is then dropped into the slide. Obviously it cannot pass
completely through because of her finger but, when she withdraws it, the “ring”
naturally falls out of the bottom end. Again she inserts her finger and the tip is
held by the designated “groom” so that it cannot be removed from the slide. The
ring is again dropped into the slide and the bride acknowledges that she can feel it
resting on top of her finger. After explaining what has taken place, the slide is
divided to reveal that the ring is now on her finger and she is married.
Comes complete with a custom-made leather case and instructional DVD.

295

$

Brian Watson’s

Mental Logs Outdone
Collector’s Edition
Four elegant pewter logs with varying
numbers on all four sides are removed
from a beautiful faux leather box. A
spectator is asked to mix them up and
then to place them back inside the box
vertically and aligned together.
The performer now writes down a prediction and the spectator is asked to add up
the four horizontal rows of numbers using a calculator. The spectator now reveals
the total for the four rows of numbers on the logs which perfectly matches the
performers prediction. The effect can be repeated with a different outcome each
time. The performer predicts the correct total way before the spectator can do so.
No memory or complicated calculation work is required by the performer. Each set
of Mental Logs Outdone are hand made, finished and polished by Brian Watson.
Comes complete with online video & written instructions.

190

$
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New & Improved!

Hugo Shelley’s

Sixth Sense 3.0
You challenge a volunteer to a
simple guessing game. They hide
a coin in one of their hands, and
you guess which one it is in. If you
get it wrong, they win $100. You
win, but propose a new game. This
time you play again, but for $1000!
Playing just as well in a casual
environment as to an audience of
thousands, this is only one of a
number of possible effects that can be performed, from predictions to multi-spectator
routines. Any magnetic object can be used from coins, PK rings and more.
We have upgraded the device to detect all kinds of magnetic currency, even smaller
coins such as the US quarter or UK 10p. INCLUDES POLARITY DETECTION!
Sixth Sense has built-in vibration. No need for a separate receiver—Sixth Sense
silently vibrates to alert you that a magnetic coin is within range. Each vibration
motor has been hand-selected to ensure quiet and reliable operation. Rechargeable
battery. Sixth Sense can be charged from any USB socket and has more than six
hours of battery life. Sixth Sense is bluetooth-enabled. Customize your device
with an optional iOS app that allows you to change the strength of the vibration,
boost the range and more! Don’t have an iPhone? Change the settings using the
button on the device itself.
Using the app it is possible to double the normal range of the device! This means
that for larger coins like the magnetic half dollar, a 12 inches + range (30cm+
range) can be achieved.
By placing the device in a belt loop or attaching it to a chest strap under your shirt,
it is now possible to perform ‘which hand’ by simply walking up to the volunteer.
No hand movements. No palming. No sleeves. This elevates the effect into the
realm of the impossible but it does take practice—boosting the range in this way is
recommended for experienced users only!

FREE Worldwide Shipping!!

300

$

Magnetic Half Dollar
Super Strong Coin

This magnetic coin is made from a real US Half Dollar for
all your performance needs. Perform various tricks with
this amazing magnet. Strong attracts each other through
26mm spacer. These come in sets of two or single coins.

Single Coin...$48

12
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Stevens Magic Exclusives
PK Artifacts

3 Versions
Skull, Scarab & Brain
From Jimmy’s PROP SHOP! In addition to
looking totally awesome these custom crafted
magnetic props are very strong and useful with
other PK magnets and detection devices.
Add something truly unique and memorable to
your PK effects! Perfect for divinations as these
special props contain strong magnets such that
they can be hidden in felt bags, large envelops
and or depending on the strength your PK device
held in a spectators’’ closed fist.
Bill Montana, Steve Drury, Stan Bialowas,
Robert Marsi and Tony Iacovillo are just
some of the workers who appreciate Jimmy’s
hard work and you will too!
Note: Item does “NOT” come with instructions.
The Black Skull contains the strongest magnet.
Each comes in a jute bag for storage.

Perfect Accessories
for Sixth Sense 3.0!

Skull...$25
Brain...$16
Scarab...$16

PK Ball
PK magic is on a ROLL—literally with
this latest offering from Little Jimmy’s
Prop Shop. We researched the origin of
this item and were able to trace it back
3,490 B.C., just 10 years after the wheel
was officially invented. But now it’s back
and better than ever. I can’t think of a
more animated PK prop than this. Like
other PK items from Jimmy’s Prop Shop,
each and every one is hand made. If
you’re looking for unique PK props—
we’ve got you covered! No routines come
with this prop!

18

$
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Available Again!

George Ledo’s

Four Door
Production Cabinet
aka Gibson Box

At Joe’s request, George Ledo has
created a new edition of six pieces of
this effect, previously offered here in
2014.
Presentation is very straight forward. The
magician shows a small wooden cabinet
on a revolving stand. The cabinet has a
door on each side and a removable lid on top. The four
doors are opened to show the cabinet is empty and then
all the doors are closed. The lid is removed and a production
follows. This can repeated if desired.
The units come with an exceptionally detailed and illustrated
5-page instructional that is exactly what you would expect
for this quality piece. The cabinets are finished in an antique
cherry stain and measure 7 X 7 X 14.5-inches tall fully
assembled with pedestal, and feature an ample load
chamber 5 X 3.5 X 2.5-inches. Each unit is signed and
numbered.

395

$

Flying Bars Silks
The traditional striped silk (also known as the
Zebra Silk) has always appealed, but the effect
was not always as convincing as it should have
been. An exhaustive survey disclosed that this
was because the stripes ran completely across
the silk. Below is the result...
The Flying Bars Silks has four very heavy black
bars floating on the center of red-bordered silk.
Suddenly the bars “fly” to a horizontal (or vertical)
position while the performer seemingly holds the
silk firmly before the spectators. Here is an effect
you can repeat again and again without
preparation or fear of the slightest detection!

Thread Method...$25
Reel Method...$37.50

14
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Puzzling Predictions
The YOT

Magicians love ice-breakers and hands down this
is one of the best you will ever find. It’s a fact! The
YOT is the arguably one of the best puzzles ever
constructed. Being that our clients are magicians,
chances are very good that you have seen this item
before, which is a good thing! Because if so, you
are well aware of the devious application involved
as well as supreme craftsmanship of it.
With very little practice, one can (in front of everyone) master
The YOT. This is something that will drive people crazy. There
are subtle nuisances—that are so easy to incorporate to ensure
success. The item is “self-working” with the exception of one
very little scientific principle that you the performer serve up!
One important point, after you have shown how easy it is to
open The YOT, put the lid back on and make sure you pick it
up and lightly move it in the air back and forth. Do this is in a natural manner as
you are handing The YOT to the spectator. This is VERY important. Because if
you fail to do this, the spectator will possibly be able to open it. This is what I
refer to above as one of the “subtle nuances.”
The quality of this product is exceptional. It’s been around for years, but chances
are if you had one, you may not have it anymore, and it’s still as powerful and fun
today as it was when it first came out. Suggested routine and video
performance on our site.

39.50

$

Opts Wallet
Opts Wallet stands for Open Triple Switch
Wallet. It is a simple wallet whose basic function
is to switch small and flat objects. Simple is good
because these days, people don’t carry big wallets
so much anymore. So, it’s contemporary and
non-suspicious. The Opts Wallet is based on a
simple, easy and yet extremely deceptive switching
move. You can perform the switch openly in the
palm of your hands. You can switch up to 3 items
at a time. It is a triple switching wallet. Items like
playing cards, business cards, tarot cards, billets, photographs, coins, poker chips,
stamps, tickets, credit cards, bills, mini envelopes can be switched. Product
comes with specially created wallet and 13 page printed instructional
document.
Features the following routines: Triple Prediction, Coin Coincidence, Lucky
Dollar, Life Choice and Killer Koincidence.

19.50

$
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Top Sellers—Back Again!
Die Cipher II

A brass canister, lid and die are
examined. As you look away, a
spectator puts the die in the canister,
remembers the number on top and
covers the lid. You turn around,
concentrate, then write a number on
a piece of paper. The lid is lifted,
revealing the number on the die...it
matches your answer! No questions.
No fishing. This clever device gives
you all the information.
Thanks to Chuck Leach's
improvement in the design, you no
longer need to turn the box over to
discern the number. Don't confuse Die-Cipher II with the various versions of
Mental Die. This is much better! An Absolute Stevens Magic Best Seller!

60

$

Available Again!

Stainless Steel
Die Cipher II
For nearly two decades, DieCipher II has been magic’s
favorite pocket trick. This
Limited Edition Stainless
Steel Set Includes: the
Regular die, the ESP Die,
canister, lid, instructions
and The Shadow Principle
booklet. Limited edition run
of 100 sets.
The Shadow Principle Booklet
comes with advanced handlings
for Die Cipher II and ‘eye’
cards.
While the performer’s back is turned, a spectator places a die into the canister any
way he or she wants, then covers with the lid. The performer can turn around and
without asking a question, tell the exact number selected. Our Brass Die Cipher
II is a classic and has been a favorite pocket trick for over 20 years—
we still have these available at Stevens Magic as well. This Limited
Edition Stainless Steel Version is sure to please Die Cipher fans.

Available Again!
16

110

$
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Too Good To Miss!

Chris Pilpott’s

Pantheon

Class mentalist effects supercharged with The
100th Monkey Principle!
Pantheon includes 24 effects, 3 DVDs, 12
Postcards, 12 performances, over 500 jpgs and
a 220-page e-book! Effects for close-up and
stage. Most are easy-to-perform miracles!
Here are a few effects included—Mental
Epic, Drawing Duplication, The Chair Test, The
Celebrity Baby Gag, Touching On Hoy, Memory
Erasure, Book Tests, Billets, Psychological
Forces and much, much more!
Featuring per for mances by Steve
Valentine, Aiden Sinclair, Rob Gould,
Christine Barger, Michael Rangel, Joe
Skilton and Leeman Parker.
“Chris created a whole new area of mentalism with the 100th Monkey. Pantheon
is the latest, biggest and best to date! You can’t go wrong with this mammoth
package. Get this!” --Richard Osterlind
“I love this! The new directions in which Chris has taken the 100th Monkey
Principle are brilliant. This is a valuable addition to any mentalist’s arsenal.”
--Banachek

75

$

Purchased from any Stevens
Magic Catalog or from
www.stevensmagic.com
(use Code: SME90118)
Offer cannot be used in
combination with any other
promotion or special. Some
items are nondiscountable or
listed as a special price, these
are not eligible for this
coupon. Nor are Antiques!
Expires September 1, 2018!

Remember YOU must
MENTION the coupon to use it!
It is NOT given automatically,
and will not be applied
retroactively! Coupon Code:
SME90118
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Stevens Magic Emporium

2520 East Douglas • Wichita, KS 67214
Phone: (316) 683-9582 • Fax: (316) 68-MAGIC (686-2442)
E-Mail: magic@stevensmagic.com
Website: www.stevensmagic.com

SHIP TO:
Name __________________________________________________________
Address ________________________________________________________
City ___________________________________ State ___________________
Zip ______________________

Phone—Day (_____) ________________
Evening (_____) _____________________
E-Mail Address: _________________________________________________
ATTENTION: No cash or credit card refunds without written
authorization from Stevens Magic Emporium.

PAYMENT METHOD:
MasterCard

If you are a Kansas resident, you
are subject to local sales tax.

Visa

Check / Money Order

Amount Enclosed $ ____________________________________________
_______________________________________________________________
Card Account Number

Expiration Date: _______ _______ CVN Code: ______
Month

Year

_______________________________________________________________
Customer Signature
All Credit Card Orders Must Be Placed By The Cardholder Only.
Domestic Insurance Policy:
UPDATED SHIPPING CHARGES:
Our responsibility ends when shipment leaves Minimum Ship Charges:
our premises. We, therefore, suggest you insure
$
0.00 to $ 50.00 ....................... $8.00
your order. Insurance fees are as follows:
$ 50.01 to $100.00 ....................... $10.00
$
0.01 to $ 50.00 ......................... $0.75 $ 100.01 to $200.00 ....................... $13.00
$ 50.01 to $100.00 ......................... $1.60
Over $200.00 ....................... $15.00
$ 100.01 to $200.00 ......................... $2.40
Important
Note: The above charges will apply
$ 200.01 to $300.00 ......................... $3.50
$ 300.01 to $400.00 ......................... $4.60 on the majority of orders. SME reserves the right
$ 400.01 to $500.00 ......................... $5.40 to choose the method of shipment on table rates.
However, there are some products due to their
$ 500.01 to $600.00 ......................... $6.20 dimensions and weights (including but not limited
Maximum Liability $600.00
to) larger props and illusions, where additional
**Prices subject to change without notice.** shipping costs will be required. In such cases, we
will notify you post purchase. This is why the
SME assumes no liability for errors in ad
phrase “minimum ship charge” is included in the
copy and or prices.
above tiers.
Give Us A Call...
Our hours are Monday – Friday 10:30 a.m. to 5:30 p.m. (cst) and Saturday 11:00 a.m. to
5:00 p.m. (cst). We’re happy to help you with your orders. We look forward to talking with you.

Stevens Magic Emporium

2520 East Douglas • Wichita, KS 67214
Phone: (316) 683-9582 • Fax: (316) 68-MAGIC (686-2442)
E-Mail: magic@stevensmagic.com
Website: www.stevensmagic.com

Mail-In Or
der F
orm
Order
Form
Qty

Item
Price

Description

Total

Total
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Stevens Magic Exclusives!
Spirit (Seance) Bulb

The Magic Light Bulb has been one of the best
selling effects of all time. But there is as we all
know, nothing in the “mid-price” range for this
utility item—until now! Many of us would love to
own Labco, Pro-Mystic and Ceseral products...
For good reasons—their quality is exceptional.
But what has been missing is a line with price
points that are more affordable and still have a
degree of quality and dependability to them.
The Spirit Bulb (AKA Magic Light Bulb), is a
perfect balance of quality and price. It features
remote control capacity. Granted it doesn't have
all the features of the higher priced models, but
in its most basic form—it does the same thing.
So, we are excited to announce this product, at an incredible price when you
consider what you get. This is perfect for any haunted or seance theme.
The bulb features real time “on/off” mode, and the performer also has the option
of making the bulb blink on and off. It's a good size bulb—so visibility isn't a
problem. It illuminates very well, even in a well-lit room, it's easy to discern the
bulb is illuminated. Better yet, turn the lights down a bit and you will get an
exponential return in brightness. Easily rechargeable! Operates via Remote Control.

Great Price Point!

95

$

Pee Wand

aka Wee Wee Wand
The kids will love this! Lots of laughter!
A high-quality magic wand. This clever little wand
squirts a heavy stream of water 20 plus feet at
your command. You’ve never seen one of these!
Easy to operate and very easy to fill. Holds an
impressive amount of water as well. The classic
clown gag, now in a FAKE magic wand. Give it
a squeeze and watch the water shoot out!
Looks like a regular magic wand... but it’s not! It’s
a mini squirt gun.
A squirting magic wand? Your victim..er.. spectator
will never see it coming! But all the kids will want
you to squirt them. Fun and hilarious magic.

Top 10 Seller Of 2018!
20

35

$
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Stevens Magic Exclusives!
BOTH AVAILABLE AFTER JULY 15TH!

Cagliostro’s Key
aka Spirit Key

Once performed and handed to the spectator, it
may be closely and fully inspected. There is
absolutely nothing to find, no seam, no pinholes,
no weld joints, nothing! The key is perfectly
balanced for the Haunted Key move forward as
well as backward and is gaffed for the “twisting”
effect. This will badly fool those “in the know”.
Great close-up effect! Carry in your
pocket—ready to perform at a moment’s
notice. Excellent craftsmanship. Made in
Europe, quality magic.
The key is 4.5 inches (116 mm) and the bow
is 1 1/8 inches wide. And weighs 1.3 ounces.
It comes in a beautiful red velvet jewelry box
with the proper “resetting tool”.
The routine is amazing. The performer first causes the key to turn over in their
hand during their favorite routine. (With practice you may even cause the key to
turn over in the spectator’s hand!) This is where the similarity ends. At this point
the artist asks the spectator to rub the perfectly aligned key on the barrel and slowly
the bit twists 90 degrees from the bow. Immediately the key is handed out and
spectator absolutely can find nothing out of the ordinary, except a sold, twisted key!

ONLY ONE per customer/order!

350

$

Jumbo Locking Card Box
Ingenious locking flap box! Wonderful
workmanship! A diabolic way to switch in or
out any item that will fit into the box. A most
attractive case to adorn your library table. It will
produce, vanish or exchange cards in a jiffy. Yet,
NO one can tell how.
Excellent accessory
for
any
card
effect—Tor n &
Restored or cards,
silks or billets for a
mental act. Can be inspected. Easy to use.
You not only will want one...you NEED one!
Approximate Size: 8 x 5.5 x 1.5 inches.

125

$
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Strong & Visual—Onosaka
Giant Monte
Jumbo “Find The Queen” cards without equal.
Top quality screen printing on durable plastic.
Made to last a lifetime. Super thin cards work
silently and smoothly. Great for stage, standup or parlor. Your audience will never know
where the Queen is, or detect the mechanics
of the cards.

125

$

Look how thin the card is, yet the secret is inside!

Grandpa’s Top Hat
A photo frame of a magician’s top hat is show to be empty! Upon turning it
around each time, the Magi causes FOUR different productions to appear in the
top hat: a magic rabbit, a magic dove, a magic teddy bear and a beautiful flower
bouquet. Easy to do! Self-working! High quality materials that last. IF you want
something different for your children’s show, this is it! And it causes the kids to
exclaim...turn it around...and each time you do...a different production occurs!

85

$
22
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Ton Onosaka Color Changes
Bananapple
Giant plastic cards with appearing silkscreened fruit. A really cute routine in which
the audience cannot follow the position of
the bananas and the apple. In the end, all
that’s left of the apple is the core! Two clever
gimmicks do the trick!

42

$

Frisky Flowers
A whimsical routine using two oversize
cards. The spectator can’t guess which
flowerpot is where. Even when one card
is placed in the pocket and the other in
his hands, he’s wrong! A special
gimmick does most of the work. Brightly
colored pots of red and yellow flowers
will keep the attention of any age
audience.

15

$

Painted Packet
You’ll love this gaffed set of multi-colored
Bicycle cards.
This is a clever routine in which the
performer—showing a packet of three
cards—causes the cards to change places,
multiply, turn over and change color. The
surprise climax is a real winner as the
performer tosses out red, green and yellowbacked cards and turns over a previously setaside card to show that those new bright
colors came from “paint cans.” Comes
complete with five special cards.

15

$
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Ton Onosaka Gems

Epsilon Card
Fishbowl Mystery
A refreshing twist on sucker effects.
The performer shows a plaque with a
picture of a fishbowl containing two
goldfish. The fish seem to vanish
when the plaque is passed behind his
back. The audience is not impressed
by this, but are amazed when the fish
have vanished from both sides of the
plaque and a smiling, well-fed cat
appears in their place. Plays for all
ages. Silkscreened and laminated.
Fast and easy magic.

A beautiful Card Penetration—before or
after a card routine! You can penetrate a
Bicycle card with—your choice of a steel
ball, card, silk or a cigar! Right before the
eyes of your audience! A good finish to a
card routine or perform it just as it is. A
clever penetration!
Each Epsilon Card is handmade to
perfection, and yes, it is a “gaffed card.”
The gimmick is well made and will last a
long, long time! (No latex involved here).
See video of performance and ideas! Top
quality.

35

$

47.50

$

Morph
A spectator selects one of six design cards.
A transparent sheet of patterned plastic is
held over a mirror. Eerily, a design appears
in the mirror, even though it cannot be seen
on the sheet itself. However, it is the wrong
design! “Uh oh…” says the performer…
“That was the design from the previous
show.” He slides the sheet off the mirror, and as he does, the design visibly transforms
into the chosen one. Once again the sheet is slid across the mirror, and this time the
design disappears. Comes with everything you need to do this terrific effect!

20

$
24
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Ton Onosaka Miracles
Top Drop

From Shigeo Futugawa and Ton Onosaka. The
magician produces four cards showing that three
of them have letters on the faces, however, the
fourth card, which has a different colored back,
remains face down. The remaining three letter
cards are then arranged by the magician to spell
out the word “POT.” The fourth card in then finally
turned over and on its face is a photo of teapot,
which matches the spelling of the cards.
Next the magician takes the letter cards and
arranges a completely different word, which is
reads, TOP! But what about the picture card? The magician turns it over and now it
has changed to have a photo of a spinning top!
For a grand finale the magician gives the back of the card a “snap” and a real top,
made of wood drops out on the spectator’s hand. The photo on the card that was
previously shown has now morphed into a solid, physical spinning top – which can
be handed out for examination! Finally, the picture card is turned over one last time,
and now only shows the “outline” of the top that was previously seen on the card!

18

$

Tommy Wonder’s

The Squeeze

The magician has a BIG problem! He has
this poker-sized Bicycle deck, and is handed
a miniature card box from a spectator! The
spectator says, “If you’re a real magician
you could make that poker sized deck fit
into this miniature card box!” The
challenge is on, and the magician while
nervous prepares to “magish!” Giving it his
best he starts to squeeze the card deck, trying
to force the cards inside the approximately
1/3 smaller card box. This goes on for a bit—understandably and finally, the
magician loses his stamina and when his hands move away, what is revealed is
amazing. Half the deck has actually been squeezed and morphed into the tiny card
box and the other half remains poker-sized!
“But the job is not finished,” the spectator yells! The magician gathers up his
remaining strength and, to the amazement of all, is actually about to finish the job
and close the lid to the small box that now magically houses a poker-sized deck.
Great visual magic that will really get their attention. Note: The photo of the
regular-sized poker deck is for scale (size relationship) purposes only and does not
come with the effect. But everything you need to perform it is included.

38

$
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Ton Onosaka Cards
Backing

The performer displays the four Kings
and states that he will make each King
turn his back by magic. One at a time,
each King turns face down, then rights
himself. The performer confesses, “I
didn’t make good on my original
promise. I said I’d make each King
turn his back, but what you actually
saw were the backs of the cards. The
backs of the Kings would look like
this...” The cards are turned over, one
by one, and instead of a normal back,
each now bears a special picture showing
the view from behind him!

16

$

Backstabber
The King of Hearts is sometimes referred to as the
“Suicide King” because he appears to be stabbing
himself in the head with a sword—actually two heads
and two swords. However, the swords are really
positioned behind the King. This is significant to this
routine. The King of Hearts is set aside, and a
spectator selects two cards from the balance of the
pack. There’s a big surprise when the King is turned
over. Instead of the normal card back, now there’s a
view of the King from behind—and it’s seen that the
swords are skewering two miniature cards—the
selections!

16

$

Four Face Assembly
The typical packets are made. One at a time,
each Queen vanishes from its packet. They
are physically gone from the card, leaving only
a cutout space where the picture used to be!
So, where did the Queens go? The Queen of
Spades is turned over—all four Queens have
assembled, printed on that one card! Specially
printed and die-cut gimmicks. Use your own
deck.

10

$
26
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Stevens Magic Exclusive!
Paranormal 2018

Using state-of-the-art materials for an
unparalleled performance! Vastly improved
in production value in terms of both the
incredible quality and design of the products
provided as well as the price-point. When
you see this product, you will see exactly
what we mean. OVER 100 of these Sold!
The performer places a matchbox on a
table. A wooden toothpick is then
introduced and pierced upright into the
center of the matchbox. A small paper
star is now introduced and balanced atop
of the toothpick. Next, a borrowed clear
drinking glass is inverted over all, covering
both the matchbox and its star-topped
toothpick.
The performer now invites a spectator to
blow their breath at the inverted glass to
show that no breeze can penetrate the
enclosed glass and reach its sealed
contents. The performer then places both
of his/her hands some distance apart from
each other with the inverted glass at their
center. After a few moments of
concentration by the performer, the paper
star begins to “rotate” ever so slightly.
As the performer’s concentration grows, the paper star is seen to continues to
slowly twist back and forth, then a little faster. The paper star now turns clockwise,
slowing down. It then stops, then turns back and forth and then turns counter
clockwise. Then the paper star slows down and comes to a stop. All can then be
immediately handled and examined by your audience.
State-of-the-art materials, applied like never before! Easy to perform, no slights,
No threads. Nothing added or taken away. Can be examined before, during and
after. Can be done standing, seated at a table, on a floor, close up or surrounded.
Great for table hopping, restaurant, bar, cruise ship, bizarre and psychic
performances. Totally portable. Carry the folded paper star and toothpick inside
the matchbox. Sets up in seconds.
Incorporates an encased Neodymium Magnet. All safety precautions
should be taken when in the presence of such a powerful magnet. (WE
WILL CONTACT YOU regarding Magnet Policy/Waiver that has to be
read, signed and dated before item can be shipped!)

75

$
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Stevens Magic Exclusive!
Mark Strivings’

Encased

On the surface this appears to be an
extension of the classic ‘Brainwave’ and
‘Invisible’ decks. And indeed it is, sort of, a
little bit, kinda, but not really. This goes
MUCH further than either of those classic
effects has ever gone. The great Dai Vernon
created ‘Brainwave’ and Joe Berg created
the ‘Ultramental’ deck (aka the Invisible
deck), but I am quite certain that if either
one of these creative geniuses were to
witness ‘Encased’, they would be floored.
You have four decks of cards. The spectator
names any card, and any number for the
deck (1-4). There is no force of any kind.
Nevertheless, that will be the deck in which
the selected card appears reversed!
Carefully consider the following. With ‘Encased’ there is: ZERO sleight of hand of
any kind. You show both sides of every card in all four decks. Only one card is
reversed and it is always the selected card, from a different deck altogether. Any
card can be chosen, there is no force of any kind. Any number for the deck (1-4)
can be chosen, no force of any kind. If you can spread a deck of cards from hand
to hand, you can do this trick. This is an easy effect to perform. You will be able to
do it within 20 minutes of opening the
package, although you really should
rehearse?
In short, if you could do this trick for real,
this is what it would look like. We can’t even
begin to express how good this looks and
how powerful this is. This fools absolutely
everyone, without exception.
The case measures 8.25 X 5 X 2.5 inches
and there are custom cut outs for the decks
of cards inside the case. Also included are
three large cards that contain visual gags that you can use in conjunction with this
piece. Everything fits into the case for storage.
On the website is a detailed routine that can be used with Encased.
“Limited to 30 Units! A Reputation Maker – Nothing Less… What you’re
getting is an interactive, crowd-pleasing, field-tested ‘routine’ by respected
Mentalist Mark Strivings.” --Neal Scryer

298

$
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Mark Strivings’ Exclusives

Sight Unseen Case

The hottest utility item in
decades!
You receive a business card case that
looks completely normal, but allows
invisible access from the outside to the
inside. It can be handled completely
normally and casually and will not reveal
its workings. It is very low tech—so
nothing can go wrong. The access is
built into the design of the case and
allows for literally hundreds of effects
and applications. You can perform nail
(or boon) writing, pocket writing, billet
switches, loading and unloading billets, peeks and glimpses of written material,
double writing applications, as well as dozens of others that have yet to be discovered.
Your case comes with a 20 page booklet of some of Mark Strivings’ handlings, as
well as descriptions of several techniques that will allow for any number of original
effects. Finally available again! Black only! BONUS: Value added routine
from Neal Scryer/Richard Webster only from Stevens Magic!

65

$

Symbol Minded
Read another person’s mind
anywhere, anytime and leave
written proof of your power!
Picture this... show a small stack
of cards, each bearing a picture of
an object, shape, geometrical
design, etc. Photo cards are mixed
and spectator selects one. You
remove one of YOUR business
cards and write something on the
back of your card. Spectator reveals what they are thinking and turns over YOUR
business card and finds it is the exact object they had selected and was concentrating
on! Of course, they keep YOUR business card!
You get 32 individual design cards, which you use over and over along with 40
“Revelation Cards” similar to what is pictured in this ad that are blank on the
opposite side ready for your rubber stamp and a 10 up “master copy” of the
Revelation Cards, ready to take to your printer and put on the back of your next
batch of business cards. Mark’s top selling effect at Lectures!

40

$
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Stevens Magic Exclusive!

Mental Dice Prediction
The second in the series of affordable electronic magic from Eclipse Electronics. This
is Mental Dice Prediction—and I don’t know which is better: the EFFECT or the
incredible VALUE. Either way, you WIN! This is an effect that has been marketed
for many years, yet it always seems to sell well. Often, regardless of the version, they
are only available for a specific period of time. The new reading system is as natural
as wearing a watch, and gives new meaning to the term “smart watch.”
Effect in its most basic form... The spectator is handed the die and a cube and is
asked to place any number they choose on top. The mentalist/magician need not
even be in the room, but if so desired, they can simply cover up the unit afterward
with a cloth or other object.
The magician holds up his or her hand, fingers spread outward, mimicking picking
up on the spectator’s mind waves. He can either write his prediction on a piece of
paper (that can be divulged immediately) or preferably later, using this effect as a
“means to an end” in collaboration with a more impressive sequence routine.
The point being, the performer knows exactly what number the spectators chose.
Effect can be repeated. This is without question one of our four top sellers!
Comes with everything seen in this photo and MORE! You get full charging station
and cords and detailed instructions. Band that remains
on watch when “NOT” performing to maintain battery
life and charging instructions. This is a lot of product for
such a great price.
The purpose of this exclusive line is to provide an
affordable electronic magic range to our customers.
Eclipse has and continues to do a good job filling that
void. Look for more from them soon.

Incredible Price!!
30

120

$
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William Raucher Presents...
Goebel

The Man With The Magical Mind
The story of a conjuror. In the 1970s and
1980s George Goebel presented a grand,
classical magic production called the Goebel
Magical Revue. With a cast and staff of 35,
he astonished audiences and received accolades
from fellow magicians. Those shows wowed
both Jim Steinmeyer and Lance Burton,
each of who contributed to this book. Goebel’s
life and career brought him into contact with
countless magicians, including Milbourne
Christopher, Hen Fetsch, Doug Henning and
Phil Thomas. His knowledge of Howard
Thurston, Thomas Chew Worthington III,
Henry Ridgley Evans and more.
Books is hardbound in cloth with over 200
pages, over 380 photos and illustrations (including 12 color pages), comes with a
complimentary DVD (approx. 206 minutes containing segments of a 1980 and
1982 Goebel Show, film clips and news interviews, plus views inside the Jones
Costume Co.

Limited Quantities! Enjoyable Reading!

52

$

Hardeen

Monarch Of Manacles
This book is a tribute to one of the world’s greatest
escape artists. He traveled the world defying police
authorities to shackle his body in handcuffs and leg
irons, or to lock him in the darkest jail cells, all of
which could not hold him. He nightly escaped from
a giant padlocked and water-filled milk can. During
the day he freed himself from an iron-bound
wooden crate as it sank to the bottom of murky
rivers and swift oceans. Metal “Crazy Cribs” used
on the murderously insane could not hold him. The
inescapable steel “Tramp Chair” was child’s play
to “The Monarch of Manacles.”
Beyond escapes he performed on vaudeville stages, appeared in movies, was a
Broadway star and experts considered him a wonderful magician. In fact, he
was a much better magician than his brother, and well-liked and admired by
the conjuring community. Now, for the first time, this wonderful entertainer
justifiably steps out from the shadow of his brother—meet Theodore Hardeen—
brother of Houdini!!

30

$
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Fabulous Magical History
Buried Alive Every Afternoon
Burned Alive Every Evening
The Life Of Lester Lake
By Julie A. Schlesselman

The Story of Lester Lake “Great Marvelo” magician,
inventor, showman and daredevil performer! Quality book
that has hardcover, with 12 chapter and over 350 pages.
Many photographs. Foreword by Ken Klosterman.
Appendices and Comprehensive citation sources and
index.
Taken from Ken Klosterman’s Foreword...
Lester Lake was a remarkable daredevil performer. On almost a daily basis, he had
himself burned alive, buried alive or boiled alive! He was a creative genius who
invented hundreds of magic effects and illusions, most of which are still performed
today. He did most of his creative work while working at Abbott’s Magic in
Colon, Michigan. In the late 1930’s he invented a trick a day for 50 days.
Most of his inventions were sensational and focused on torture! One of his best
known illusion was the Lester Lake Guillotine, which was frighteningly realistic.
He also invented the Disecto and a platform-sized arm chopper. Others invented
were Spikes Through Leg, Chinese Chopper and The Shredder—most of these
effects can still be purchased today!

Don’t Fool Yourself

65

$

The Magic Life Of Dell O’Dell
By Michael Claxton

In a field dominated by men, one of the most successful
and busiest magicians of a generation was also a woman.
Dell O’Dell grew up in Kansas, and learned to love show
business amidst the sawdust and spangles of her father’s
circus. She learned to entertain as a teenager, teaching
herself to juggle, perform acrobatics and work with animals.
Half a world away, in Switzerland, Charles Carrer was
learning many of the same feats of digital dexterity. It was
in New York, that the two troupers met, married and
embarked on a partnership—both on and off stage—that has to be read to be
believed. In the pages of Don’t Fool Yourself, author Michael Claxton draws
captivating portraits of Dell O’Dell and Charlie Carrer, —as well as fascinating
bygone eras of American show business.
A quality hardcover book, with 332 pages, that is illustrated with dozens of
unpublished images. As a bonus, each book includes a Dell O’Dell Dancing
Doll novelty!
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Well Worth The Read!
Locked

By James Kleefeld
The ultimate examination of the Seven Keys To
Baldpate plot and the use of locks in mentalism
and magic. Locked is 360 pages of tricks,
routines, explanations, research and history of
lock effects. It contains details of 116 lock
products, descriptions of 107 published lock
routines, explanations of 26 gaffed and
gimmicked lock methods, 62 original neverbefore-published routines, 120 photographs of lock
items and 85 original illustrations, including fully detailed
drawings of gaffed lock mechanisms. Locked was compiled and written by Jim
Kleefeld, with a little help from friends like Paul Daniels, Max Maven, Richard
Osterlind, Ray Carlisle, John Archer, Danny Archer, Ken Dyne, Dan
Harlan, Stephen Minch, Wayne Dobson, Mark Strivings, Tim Ellis, Mick
Hanzlik, Chris Manos and more. Locked is fully illustrated in hardcover with a
laminated full-color dust jacket. Locked is the biggest, best book in mentalism
this year. There are fully scripted routines that cover a variety of scenarios. It has
material suitable for stage, close-up, parlor, table-hopping, kidshows and strolling.
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Kidshow Matters
By Jim Kleefeld

Kidshow Matters is for and about children’s
entertainers. With 38 chapters covering 340 pages, this
hefty volume contains 46 tricks and routines, 200
illustrations and dozens of thought-provoking essays on
such important topics as managing behavior, stages of
humor, creating incongruence, maintaining continuity,
using segues, transforming utility props, engaging
children and more. Kidshow Matters is a hardcover,
casebound edition with full color cover.
“Kidshow Matters is a book of wisdom, knowledge
and kindness. It is about the serious business of creating quality entertainment
for children, entertainment that inspires, encourages and delights. From making
a personal connection with your audience, to the social behaviors
of small children, to the use of comedy for little kids, to the
effective use (and misuse) of bits and business, to segues and
callbacks, to character development, all are discussed. Unlike
‘one more magic trick, one more pretty, shiny thing,’ this is
invaluable information that will serve a performer not for one
season but for an entire career.” --Max Howard
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James Solberg Presents...
More Magic
Square

Methods And Tricks
This book, second of a pair,
contains entirely new methods,
tricks, puzzles and stunts involving
magic squares, along with a new
theory that explains them.
Although it builds on the previous book (sold below),
for the most part the material is self-contained. It
introduces three classes of magic squares that are easy
to construct, are surprisingly versatile, and produce
the best possible outcomes. For both 4-by-4 and 5by-5 squares, you can start from any freely chosen
number in any chosen cell and complete a magic square as fast as you can write the
numbers, using no mental mathematics beyond counting. In addition to simplifying
the construction of 4-by-4 squares, these new methods crack the code for 5-by-5
squares, making them practical for live performances.
Many new tricks are made possible by these methods, such as constructing either a
4-by-4 or 5-by-5 magic square that contains a freely chosen number in a freely
chosen cell while blindfolded, or creating a 5-by-5 square that contains up to 10
freely chosen numbers. There are ideas for reversible squares (like the one on the
cover) and non-numerical squares involving ESP cards and geometric shapes. For
those with deeper interests, the final section contains a complete theoretical treatment
of magic squares of order, five including formula covering every possible solution.
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Magic Square

Methods And Tricks
This book introduces two previously unknown methods for
constructing 4-by-4 magic squares. Once you learn how, you
can build such magic squares quickly, directly, in real time
without having anything memorized or hidden in crib notes.
The methods are easy to learn and to perform, because you
never have to add more than two numbers at a time. In
addition, they offer unprecedented control over the outcome.
In addition to the usual tricks (any chosen sum, any number
in any cell), you can perform many magic square tricks and
stunts that would have been impractical without these new techniques. You will
also acquire a toolkit to design your own tricks, as well as tips to ensure a maximumimpact presentation.
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